
DOUBLE YARNOVER

You made this double yarnover on the previous right side 
row.  As you come back to it on the following wrong side 
row you can see there are two loops which will be worked.

Have your yarn at the front of your work and insert your 
needle into the first loop as you normally would to purl a 
stitch (needle point facing needle point).  Wrap your yarn 
around the needle and draw through a new stitch without 
dropping the second loop of this yarnover off the needle.

Here the first loop has been purled but not dropped from 
the needle.  Take the yarn to the back of your work 
between your needles as you drop the first loop of the 
yarnover BUT DO NOT DROP THE SECOND LOOP.

See how the yarn has moved to the back of the work?



Now there are two new stitches which have been made 
in the former double yarn over -- one purl and then one 
knit.  The yarn is still at the back of your work.  As you 
are going to continue purling to the next yarnover please 
remember to bring the yarn forward as you drop the 
second loop of the wonderful double yarnover.

All done!

Other important abbreviations:

K = KNIT
P = PURL
RS = RIGHT SIDE
WS = WRONG SIDE
K2TOG = KNIT TWO STITCHES (STS) TOGETHER
SSK = slip one stitch as if you were going to knit it, THEN slip the next stitch as if you 
were going to knit it, INSERT left hand needle through these two sts towards the front of 
your work and knit the two sts together (LOOK:  it TILTS in the opposite direction of the 
K2TOG  or THE FIRST stitch lays on top of the SSK and in the K2TOG the second 
stitch lays on top of this decrease).
YO = YARN OVER
YO X 2 = WRAP THE YARN AROUND THE RH NEEDLE TWICE


